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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   

Opportunity  Purpose  Solution 
Insurance companies worldwide have 

determined that paintless dent repair is 

not only a “viable alternative” to 

traditional auto body repair it is the 

“preferred method” of repair. This has 

created tremendous opportunity to cash 

in on the demand for quality hail repair 

technicians. 

 

 Auto Hail Repair Guys is a L.L.C. established 

in 2006 to provide quality a quality paintless 

dent removal service to new and used car deal, 

retail customer, car rental facilities and other 

car auctions.     

 Paintless Dent Repair (PDR) is the “Art” 

of removing dents and dings from 

automobile sheet metal and aluminum with 

the use of specially designed tools. By 

gaining access to the inside skin of the 

metal, gentle pressure is applied until the 

dent is removed.  

Customers  Differentiators  Extras 

Retail customers: anyone with a car and 

full coverage insurance and hail damage. 

Wholesale customers: used car 

dealership, body shops, auto auctions, 

automotive wholesalers, rental car 

companies, government agencies. 

 We will pay your deductible. We will put the 

client in one of our rental fleet. 

 In some cases we will fix the damaged 

vehicle in a client’s driveway with same 

day service. 

Marketing  Start-up Costs  Financials & Extras 
I am going to chase hail storms. Once I 

am in a town that was recently hit by a 

catastrophic loss, I am going to use 

flyers, door to door and SEO/PPC to get 

sales.  

 Owner investment - cash 14,650$  

Owner investment - equipment -         

Vehicle and/or equipment loan 50,000    

Start up financing -         

Total start up costs: 64,650$   

 Sales: 552,000$  100%

COGS 210,500    38%

Gross profit 341,400    62%

Overhead 52,800      10%

Pretax income 288,500    52%

Tax expense 72,100      13%

Owner withdrawals 55,000      10%

Net income 161,400$  29%  

  Personal Fit   
The company is administratively located at 3600 S. Cooper Street, Arlington, TX 76015. In addition to providing work as a service technician 

the owner of Auto Repair Guys oversees administrative and marketing activities of the company. Auto Repair Guys removes minor dents, door 

ding and hail damage from automobiles. On occasion, Auto Repair Guys contracts out work to other dent removal techs and detail providers. 
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PERSONAL FIT   

My name is Justin W. and I was born on October 9, 1980, in Fort Worth, Texas. I was raised in 

Mansfield, Texas, which is a suburb of Fort Worth. My parents were high school sweet hearts and 

they are still married to this day. I am an only child. I was married for about five years but I got 

divorced. I was an okay student in school. I actually was a better student in college than I was in 

high school. The last grade I completed was the 12th grade at Mansfield High School but I finished 

my Bachelor of Science from the University of North Texas. I got my degree with a major in 

General Studies.   

 

I got my first job when I was 16 years old. I was life guard for Hurricane Harbor in Arlington, 

Texas. I was a life guard all throughout my teens and early 20’s. I worked for the city of Arlington 

and the city of Coppell at an indoor and outdoor pools year round. The first time I left home was 

to go to college in Wichita Falls, Texas when I was 19 years old. 

 

I am in prison for violation of a protective order. I was engaged to a girl in Arlington who is an 

elementary school teacher. She and I had a codependent relationship. One night we were arguing 

and the police came. They ran my name and because of my prior criminal history they arrested me 

and issued a two year restraining order. All of my stuff was at her place so about six months after 

that I e-mailed her asking for my stuff. That is why I am here. I had a criminal history because I 

got into trouble for drugs when I was in college. I got 10 years of probation in 2005 and eventually 

my probation got revoked and I came to prison in 2011. I got out in 2013. Once I got out of prison 

I had a really hard time finding employment. I also had a really hard time finding a place to live 

because of my background. That is why I was living with the girl who got me locked up in the first 

place. As time went on I became bitter and I let my hair grow really long. I gave up on trying find 

a place to live and finding temporary employment. Since coming to prison I have changed in 

appearance because I have cut my hair and I have started to rebuild the relationship with my mom 

and dad. They were really mad at me for losing their ex-fiancé. I have mostly changed because 

now I can focus 100% on my paintless dent repair (PDR) business. Also I have grown spiritually 

and I get strength from my faith in Jesus Christ. Finally I got back into fitness so I really feel like 

I’m ready for success. From 2013-2018 I tried lots of businesses from vapor shops, to e-commerce 

and PDR was the most profitable. I feel now that I am out of the co-dependent relationship with 

my ex, I can focus all my attention on my business faith and family. 

 

I have always been really good at sales but I found a PDR school that I want to attend. I think with 

my background in insurance and my talent for sales combined with technological skills to fix hail 

damaged cars, I should be able to make a lot of money. Before I got locked up I was clearing $650 

per day and I was just doing sales. I would like to start my business as soon as I can but a realistic 

timeline is more like within one year. 

 

As Founder and President of Auto Hail Repair guys, Justin will be responsible for sales and 

supervising the service for catastrophe response team-Auto Hail Repair Guys. 

 

Justin brings to Auto Hail Repair guys more than 20 years’ experience in the Insurance industry. 

Specifically he worked at State Farm for 15 years as a sales agent. While at State Farm Justin 

gained valuable skills in the catastrophe response business. 
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Justin completed Men’s Life Quest for Authentic Manhood while in Prison. Justin has his A+, C+, 

Network+ Certification and is certified in Apple Macintosh Tech. Justin is also able to design and 

publish websites for ecommerce as well as informational.  

 

For two years Justin served his community by working with Habitat for Humanity. He was also 

involved with the Boy Scouts of America and the First United Methodist Church at Mansfield. 

 
 

OPPORTUNITY   

Explanation: 

Insurance companies worldwide have determined that paintless dent repair is not only a “viable 

alternative” to traditional auto body repair it is the “preferred method” of repair. This has created 

tremendous opportunity to cash in on the demand for quality hail repair technicians. 

 

 Can I solve the problem given my skills and personality? 

 I have 20 years’ experience working in the insurance industry. I also have experience 

in the paintless dent repair industry. With the combination of these experiences I will 

be able to fix my clients vehicles and get paid by their auto insurance carriers.   

 Do I need to do all of the work myself or can I hire others to help me and still maintain 

quality? 

 In certain circumstances I will do the sales and the service/repair. But I will also need 

to hire some technicians to help with the volume that we will encounter behind a large 

catastrophic hail storm. I am most valuable as a salesman.    

 Will this venture require significant capital? 

 No. Since there is no cost for the materials, and the profit all comes from service work, 

the startup costs are very low. It should take about six to 12 months to save the 

necessary capital for school and tools. That will cover $15,000 and the trade school has 

financial aid.  

 Is the opportunity (Activity and Start Date) consistent with potential parole restrictions? 

 If I wanted to chase a storm outside the state of Texas I would have to wait to do that 

until I am off of parole (02/02/2021). Other than that PDR is a morally straight industry 

I would be proud to include my family into and share with my Parole Officer. 

 Would my business start as a part-time venture or need to be full time? 

 Depending on the volume of damaged vehicles in the area it could start out as part time 

but very quickly turn into full time. If I can launch the company during a month that is 

traditionally hit heavily from hail storms that will help get the company sales up 

resulting in full time demand for me. 
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SOLUTION   

Explanation: 

Paintless Dent Repair (PDR) is the “Art” of removing dents and dings from automobile sheet metal 

and aluminum with the use of specially designed tools. By gaining access to the inside skin of the 

metal gentle pressure is applied until the dent is removed. Because PDR works from behind the 

vehicles damage, no sanding painting or body fillers are required. When repairs are completed 

there should be no evidence a dent was ever there.  

 

 What are the benefits that I am providing?  

 I am quickly fixing their hail damaged vehicles and billing their insurance carrier 

resulting in a like new vehicle with no out-of-pocket expense to them. If necessary, I 

coordinate their claim with a rental car company while the repairs are made to their 

vehicle.   

 Why can I do this better than another business (competitor)? 

 Since we specialize in hail damage repairs we will fix their vehicles faster. The result 

is less time without their vehicle. After a large hailstorm hits an area the big national 

auto body repair chains have wait lists of six months to one year.  

 How will I deliver this solution to my customers (marketing)? 

 There are numerous ways I will market to my customers; one of the ways is to chase 

hail storms and find vehicles freshly damaged from hail. Also direct mail to affected 

zip codes and search engine optimization.  

 Will my solution actually be profitable? 

 PDR is highly profitable because there is no overhead. Additionally, there are no 

materials. It is all service money, 100% profit.  

 Do I need a fixed location (Storefront) or is this a mobile business? 

 Normally, it takes about two years to run through all the hail damaged vehicles in a 

given area. Often, within that two years another hail storm will hit the same location. 

For that situation, it makes sense to lease a garage and put signage.  

 Do I offer a guaranty or return policy? 

 Yes, we stand behind our work with a lifetime guarantee. If we missed anything, the 

client is instructed to let us know so we can arrange to have it fixed. If it is ever damaged 

by hail again we will file another claim and fix it again. Since hail is considered an 

“Act of God” it will never result in the clients insurance premiums going up.  
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CUSTOMERS  

Explanation:  

Our targeted customers are people with vehicles eight years or newer and have full coverage 

insurance. And they will need to have hail damage in said vehicle.  

 

Demographics: 

 Will my service have different appeal to men versus women? 

 No, both men and women want to have their cars fixed when they are damaged by hail.  

 What is my ideal customer’s age (children, young adult, middle aged, mature)? 

 Someone old enough to have their own car and full coverage insurance so children 

under age 16 would not be in our targeted demographic.  

 Does my customer need to be married, single or does it matter? 

 It does not matter if they are married or single as long as they have got a vehicle eight 

years or newer with full coverage insurance. 

 What aspect of my ideal customer am I appealing to (outdoors person, health conscious, 

their personal image, environmental concerns, recreation, etc.)? 

 A person’s car is a direct reflection of their personal image, but I also try to appeal to 

their financial responsibility. I try to remind them that they have technically already 

paid for the repairs when they paid for their full coverage insurance. To leave a new 

car unfixed is financially irresponsible.  

 

Income: 

 Does my customer need a certain income (rich, middle class, poor)? 

 The higher-end vehicles yield more profit but the lower-end vehicles are valuable also.  

Since we get paid from the insurance companies, the client’s income is not a factor. 

 

Location: 

 Where will I sell to my customers (their home, their workplace, on the street, online, my 

store, an event like trades day)? 

 Parking lots, neighborhoods, office buildings, search engines and word of mouth 

referrals are all places I try to get business from.  

 Do I go to my customer (home service) or does my customer come to me? 

 Sometimes we will do home service but normally we want to have the client put their 

vehicle in our shop and arrange for them to get a rental. This forces the insurance 

company to send an adjuster quickly which means we get paid quickly.  

 What neighborhood will my ideal customer live/work in (River Oaks/Highland park, a 

suburb, or small rural community)? 

 Any neighborhood that gets hit by a catastrophic hail storm is ideal for PDR sales. 

Often I try to find neighborhoods that have cars parked outside the house (not inside a 

garage) or in the street.  

 How close are my customers geographically located (live close to each other or spread all 

over the city)? Time is money. 

 Once I identify where there has been a significant hail storm, my customers are literally 

next door to one another. This makes the sales process very streamlined especially 

when I can use one of their neighbors as a reference.  

 How easily can I find this customer (one at a time or they will provide referrals)? 
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  It is relatively easy to find potential customers. I comb through the streets looking for 

hail damage on vehicles and once I locate some I try to approach the owners. Once I 

 have done a couple of deals in a neighborhood, I will use the fixed vehicles and their 

owners as references.  

 

 

 

 

 

Other: 

 Can I reach these individuals as a group or do I need to find and sell to them individually? 

 The only way to sell in groups is to car lots or auto auctions and then the repairs are not 

as lucrative although the volume makes up for the price difference. Normally, it is an 

individual sale I am looking for. Every now and then I will get two or more damaged 

vehicles in one household so that is just a bonus.  

 Once I sell to a customer, what is the likelihood that they will buy from me again? 

 Our ultimate goal is to have an A+ BBB rating so we expect that if the customer has 

another hail loss they would use us again.  

 Am I selling to a wholesaler, retailer or does it matter? 

 In the PDR business car dealerships with hail damage on their inventory are considered 

wholesale. The dealer will have an insurance policy that covers all his inventory but it 

will have a deductible of $50,000 to $100,000. Since the deductible is so high the dealer 

pays to have the hail damaged fixed at a negotiated rate: approximately $75 per hit as 

opposed to $175.  

 What industry is my customer in? 

 Our customers are in the automotive industry. 

 What size customer do I want to serve (large/small, single/multiple locations)? 

 On the wholesale side car dealerships would be large sized customers but my primary 

focus will be retail. I would like to develop multiple locations. 

 Will my customer require special insurance (construction bonding, liability insurance)? 

 Full coverage insurance on the retail side. Garage liability on the wholesale.  

 Does my customer require 24/7 service? 

 No, PDR is usually done during normal business hours. 

 Do I have the capacity to meet the customer’s demands? 

 Yes, I have the technicians standing by to attack a large catastrophic loss and get the 

vehicles fixed quickly. 

 Will the size of a customer allow me to develop other clients or will I be hostage to one 

company? 

 I will be able to develop many other customers. Landing a large wholesale client would 

be nice too.  
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DIFFERENTIATORS   

My 

Competitors 

Direct or 

Indirect 
Promotion Price 

Their 

Advantages 

Their 

Disadvantages 
My Differentiators 

Services King Indirect Word of mouth 

and traditional 

marketing and 

advertising. 

Average-

High 

They handle all 

damages to 

vehicle, not just 

hail. 

They will make you 

pay your deductible. 

Long waiting list.  

We will pay your deductible 

since we specialize in hail 

damage and fix their vehicle 

faster and not mobile.  

 

 

 

 

Craig’s 

Collection 

Indirect Word of mouth 

and traditional 

marketing and 

advertising. 

High  They handle all 

body work, not 

just hail damages. 

They will make you 

pay your deductible, 

and it will take 

several months for 

repairs. 

We will pay your deductible 

since we specialize in hail 

damage and fix their vehicle 

faster and not mobile.  

 

 

 

Ding King 

Hail 

Response 

Team  

direct Direct mail 

Door to door 

Search engine 

Word of mouth. 

  

Average-

High 

Large 

organization. 

Lots of tech. 

they’re mobile. 

Do not know the 

area that well 

because they are not 

local. Slow response 

because they are 

from out of state. 

We offer an amazing gift 

card/ or we will enter them in 

a raffle for tickets to the 

upcoming NFL game. 

BNAT 

Services 

Direct Door to door 

belly-to-belly 

word of mouth. 

High Mobile. They also 

eat the deductible. 

Local techs so 

they are quick to 

respond. 

They do not have 

my experience in the 

insurance industry. 

They do not have 

my connections in 

the industry.  

We offer an amazing gift 

card/ or we will enter them in 

a raffle for tickets to the 

upcoming NFL game if they 

buy from us. 
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EXTRAS   

 Do you have a connection with a supplier in your industry? 

 No, I am providing a service not a product. I have an extensive background in the 

insurance industry so I will be able to get business from that distribution channel. 

 Do you have access to a favorable location for your business? 

  No, I have a family member that is currently looking. The ideal place will be anywhere 

catastrophic hail loss has happened. 

 Are you going to be the first company of your type in your chosen area operations? 

 No, there are other paint loss dent repair that chase hail storms and have mobile 

operations as well as brick and motor.  

 

Internal Extras: 

 Do you have a new or cutting edge concept? 

 Insurance companies worldwide have determined that P.D.R. is the only viable 

alternative to traditional auto body repair; it is the ‘preferred method’ of repair. This 

has created a tremendous opportunity to cash in on the demand for quality repair techs.  

 Will you be able to offer specialized or flexible scheduling that your competitors cannot 

match initially? 

 Yes, we specialize in hail damage repair. We fix the customer’s auto much faster and 

we will pay their deductible. 

 Do you have any additional information you would like to list about yourself? 

 I have over 29 years in the insurance industry. I plan on attending the Ding King PDR 

Tech School when I get out. With these combined skill sets, I should be the most 

qualified in the industry.   

 
 

MARKETING  

Message: 

 What are three things your company name (with no other information provided) says about 

your company? 

 It says that we specialize in automobile heal damage repair, that we have a team of 

techs, and that we are professionals. 

 What is your tagline? 

 For any hail damage of any size; call the Auto Repair Guys. 

 Is your message effective across different demographics? 

 Yes, it will be effective to anyone with an automobile that has hail damage. Their 

demographic should not matter. 

 Is your pricing consistent with the market for similar offerings? 

 Pricing does not affect my demographic directly since the insurance companies are 

paying for the repairs. Also, price is subject to supply and demand. 

 Is your pricing consistent with the degree of personalization? 

 If there has been a significant hail storm the rate of pay is higher because of supply and 

demand. Other than that there is not any fluctuation in the pricing. 
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Media: 

 What are three types of media you will use to reach your customers? 

 Online trough search engine optimization. Belly to belly by finding hail damaged 

vehicles. Direct mail by zip code. 

 How many potential typical customers (not just total people) can you reach each month 

using the types listed above? 

 I try to close one deal per day. In order to do that I usually need to speak with three to 

five potential customers per day. 

 Once you’ve reached your typical customer, how many will actually buy from you? 

 From my experience my target customer says “yes” at least 25% of the time. 

 For each of the three, what do you think the estimated cost will be? 

 For SEO I would say in the area of $20 or lead snail mail is the cost postage. Belly to 

belly costs extra time and merchandise materials.  

 For each cost estimate, is this a one-time expense up front or a recurring monthly charge? 

 For SEO and PPC it is a recurring expense. Also for direct mail it’s recurring if you 

want to keep sending stuff.  Belly to belly is also recurring. 

 How will you collect customer reviews? 

 The BBB is a big deal in my industry. I will ask them to rate my business to maybe 

offer them a gift card for doing so. 

 
 
 



 

 

START-UP COST 

Owner's name

Company name

NAICS Business Classification

Sector (general classification)

Sub-sector (more specific classification)

Start-up Costs

Year 1

Assumption 4 - Total Uses

Non-Depreciable Costs

Paid or 

contributed 

in Month 1

marketing, business cards, fliers 1,500           

cell phone purchase 150              

car/truck down payment, if leased

permits 5,000           

supplies, office & misc. 500              

Cash needed for start-up expenses 7,150           

Depreciable Costs
Paid or 

contributed 

in Month 1

 Equipment

Financing

(Additional to

amount paid) 

 Depreciable 

Assets 

company car, truck or van 5,000           50,000             55,000         

company trailer

computer, printer, fax 2,500           2,500           

-               

-               

-               

building/office deposit N/A N/A

beginning cash balance N/A N/A
Cash needed for start-up assets 7,500           50,000             57,500         

60                assumed life (months)

958              monthly depreciation

Total start up cost 64,650        

Assumption 5 - Total Sources

Cash owner will contribute and the value of 

owner's assets contributed to company 14,650         23%

Vehicle loan and other equipment debt (see 

note 7 for financing) 50,000         77%

Startup financing, if applicable (for example 

Kiva loan) 0%

Outside equity investment, if applicable 0%

Total start up cost,

total sources 64,650         100%

Justin W.

Auto Hail Repair Guys

811: Repair and Maintenance

_81_Other_Services_except_Public_Administration

 



 

 

FINANCIALS 

 
 



 

 

Projected Income and Cash Flow Statements

Year 1
Assump-

tions

 Start-up 

Month 1 

 Month

2 

 Month

3 

 Month

4 

 Month

5 

 Month

6 

 Month

7 

 Month

8 

 Month

9 

 Month

10 

 Month

11 

 Month

12 

 First

Year 

 % of Total 

Revenue 

Revenue 2

Paintless Dent Repair 6 -         48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    54,000    54,000    54,000    54,000    552,000     100%

line not used 6 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            0%

line not used 6 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            0%

Total revenue -         48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    48,000    54,000    54,000    54,000    54,000    552,000     100%

Cost of Goods Sold 2

Paintless Dent Repair 6 -         18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    20,601    20,601    20,601    20,601    210,588     38%

line not used 6 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            0%

line not used 6 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            0%

Total COGS -         18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    18,312    20,601    20,601    20,601    20,601    210,588     38%

Gross profit -         29,688    29,688    29,688    29,688    29,688    29,688    29,688    33,399    33,399    33,399    33,399    341,412     62%

Expenses 2

Auto or truck lease -         -            0%

Depreciation 3 -         958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        10,542       2%

Gasoline & fuels -         1,000     1,000     1,000      1,000     1,000     1,000     1,000     1,000     1,000      1,000      1,000      11,000       2%

Insurance - bonding -         -            0%

Insurance - vehicle -         135        135        135        135        135        135        135        135        135        135        135        1,485         0%

Interest - equip & start up 7 -         83          82          81          80          79          78          77          76          75          73          72          856           0%

Marketing 1,500     1,500     1,500     1,500      1,500     1,500     1,500     1,500     1,500     1,500      1,500      1,500      18,000       3%

Office - rent -         -            0%

Office - insurance -         -            0%

Office - telephone -         -            0%

Office - utilities -         -            0%

8 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            0%

Payroll taxes (9%) 6 & 8 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            0%

Permits 5,000     5,000         1%

Supplies 500        250        250        250        250        250        250        250        250        250        250        250        3,250         1%

Tax service -         1,200      1,200         0%

Telephone - cellular 150        125        125        125        125        125        125        125        125        125        125        125        1,525         0%

-         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            0%

-         -            0%

-         -            0%

-         -            0%

-         -            0%

-         -            0%

-         -            0%

-         -            0%

Total expenses 7,150     4,052     4,051     4,049      4,048     4,047     4,046     4,045     4,044     4,043      4,042      5,241      52,858       10%

Taxable profit (loss) 1 (7,150)    25,636    25,637    25,639    25,640    25,641    25,642    25,643    29,355    29,356    29,357    28,158    288,554     52%

Tax (expense) benefit 1 (11,031)   (19,230)   (20,160)   (21,718)   (72,138)      -13%

Owner's withdrawals 1 -         (5,000)    (5,000)    (5,000)     (5,000)    (5,000)    (5,000)    (5,000)    (5,000)    (5,000)     (5,000)     (5,000)     (55,000)      -10%

Net profit (loss) (7,150)    20,636    9,606     20,639    20,640    1,411     20,642    20,643    4,195     24,356    24,357    1,440      161,415     29%

Depreciation 3 -         958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        958        10,542       

Equipment purchases 3 (57,500)   -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         (57,500)      

Principle, equipment loan 7 50,000    (654)       (655)       (656)       (657)       (659)       (660)       (661)       (662)       (663)       (664)       (665)       42,744       

Repay debt financing 7 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            

Owner contribution 3 14,650    -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         14,650       

Equity investor 3 -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -            

Net cash flow -         20,940    9,910     20,940    20,940    1,711     20,940    20,940    4,492     24,651    24,651    1,734      171,851     

Cash, period start -         -         20,940    30,850    51,790    72,731    74,442    95,382    116,323  120,814  145,466  170,117  -            

Cash, period end -         20,940    30,850    51,790    72,731    74,442    95,382    116,323  120,814  145,466  170,117  171,851  171,851     

Payroll - not owner and not in 

COGS

Justin W. dba Auto Hail Repair Guys

Start-up expenses

 


